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Urban Jungle (Series 2)

14 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Welcome to the Jungle

Twelve pampered suburbanites move into an inner-city house to vie for a $50,000 grand prize.
Their streetwise Padrinos welcome them to the neighbourhood and find a house that has no toilet
and roaches everywhere. Vanessa from season one is back as a Padrino Spy.

2. Reality Check

The spoiled contestants find out that they will have to pay bills: rent, utilities, food, etc, while living
in the urban jungle house. The first challenge and eviction rocks the contestants’ comfy world.

3. Pulling Weight

After working their first day at back-breaking, bad-paying, thankless jobs, our scrappy
suburbanites head to the Boys and Girls Club for an athletic challenge, leading to another eviction
and an explosive house argument.

4. Drama and Trauma

A second Boys and Girls Club challenge leads to yet another eviction and Mike finally goes
number two, in a rather unique location, and is later carried off by an ambulance.

5. It's Quitting Time

The group discovers that after a day of partying, surviving in the Urban Jungle isn’t so easy when
for the first time, one suburbanite gets fired from their job and another actually quits the show.

6. Scare Tactics

J's temper scares some of the women in the house and Georgie reveals some surprising details
about her sexual interests.
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7. Drinking Games

After drinking a little too much, Kristi puts the moves on J, who is confronted by the group about
his temper.

8. Rewind

Vanessa (Undercover Madrina) hosts a special episode of Urban Jungle 2: South Central
highlighting the season's best moments along with never before seen footage.

9. Smackdown

Vanessa and Georgie’s mutual loathing (finally) comes to a head when they battle over bigotry,
blenders and Bo. House numbers dwindle to six after guest Padrinos evict yet another contestant.

10. And Then There Were Five

After Georgie’s eviction, the six remaining contestants have an evening on the town and someone
is later evicted for stealing.

11. I Played One on TV

After the contestants volunteer at a neighbourhood free clinic, they scramble to prepare family
dinner for the Padrinos and special guest Lamont. Urban enthusiast J is forced to remove graffiti
during a challenge.

12. Vanessa Exposes Herself

Contestants' worst fears are realized when Inside Madrina Vanessa breaks her cover and tells the
Padrinos what she really thinks.

13. Down to the Wire

Everyone reacts to Vanessa's surprising spy status before two more contestants are evicted,
narrowing the field to the final two.

14. Bo v Aubrey

South Central decides who wins the $50,000 in cash and prizes.


